AUCTION MANAGER'S MESSAGE
OHNS’s 28th auction to be held on Saturday January 11, 2020 at the FUN show in Orlando Florida offers a
wide range of classic and modern carvings, OHNS and Gallery token dies, postcards and other related items.
The classic lots include a good number of OHNS nicknamed carvers, including a very elusive double-sided
carving by “Hunch Back”. There are also many quality original carvings by unknown artists. This year’s auction
includes the works of over two dozen contemporary artists, some of whom are no longer carving and whose
works are becoming difficult to obtain. The lots include trial die strikes and a die pair and token made by Hobo
Nickel legend Del Romines. Whatever your interest or level of collecting, there are plenty of opportunities to
add to your collections.
We hope that we get to see many of our members at the FUN Show. For those unable to attend the FUN Show,
the auction lots can be viewed in color on the OHNS web site www.hobonickels.org. Bid the most you want to
pay for a lot. At the live auction coins we will bid for you up to your maximum amount. You could win lots for
less than your bid. At the show we will have the auctions lots available for you to preview at the OHNS bourse
table on Thursday and Friday and at the OHNS meeting and auction room on Saturday prior to auction which
follows the 10 AM general meeting. I am happy to announce that OHNS Honorary Life Member Allen Cowart,
owner of Cowart Auction Company in Cocoa Florida will be our auctioneer for this auction.
Your bids can be submitted by postal mail or email, but must be received no later than January 3th. As in
the past no phone bids will be accepted. I can be contacted by email or phone if you have any questions
regarding the auction. Please submit your bids early! I wish everyone good luck. Send bids to:
Marc Banks
P.O. Box 5
Avon, CT 06001
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OHNS Auction #28 Rules

Auction #28 Catalog Descriptions

Welcome to the twenty–seventh OHNS Hobo Nickel
Auction! We hope you are successful in obtaining the lot(s)
you bid on and that you enjoy the fun and fellowship of
one of the fastest growing numismatic clubs in the country!
Bid liberally and with confidence that each lot is described
completely and accurately. We ask that you review the
Auction Rules below and adhere to them closely which
will make it a fun auction for everyone. GOOD LUCK!

For those unfamiliar with our OHNS Auction Catalog,
There are several designations and abbreviations used
throughout the catalog.
1. Unless otherwise noted, all carvings described are on
Buffalo (1913-1938) nickels.
2. Each lot with a Quality Designation (QD) has been
reviewed and graded by two authenticators. The
authenticators’ last names appear at the beginning of each
description. The QD or Registration (used in early years)
number is listed in the item description.

1. All lots are guaranteed as described. Any typos or other
errors will be called to your attention at the beginning of
the auction.

3 If the carving’s artist is known, the name is listed and if
the carving is a Classic (old, original) or Modern (carved
since 1980) just below the lot number’s photo.

2. Bidding is open to all paid up (thru 2019) members of
OHNS, and will be conducted on both a Mail Bid and
Floor Bid basis.

4. Right after the “Classic” or “Modern” designation, you
will find a quality designation (Superior, Above Average,
Average) for the carving itself. If the authenticators
disagree as to the carving’s the quality, two levels will be
noted. For example Ave/Ave(L) means the first
authenticator indicated the carving grades Average and the
second authenticator indicates the grade is Average (Low).
Note that abbreviations like Abv for Above, Sup for
Superior and Ave for Average may be used to save space.

3 ALL Mail bids must be sent to Marc Banks, PO Box
5, Avon, CT 06001-0005 and received by January 3,
2020. You may scan your bid sheet and email as an
attachment to Marc at banksmarc@sbcglobal.net. Or call
Marc at 860-658-7482 if you have any questions about
bidding.
4. The certification or quality designation papers for lots
examined by OHNS will accompany each lot unless
otherwise indicated. A photo is also included. No OHNS
QD paperwork for hobo tokens, hobo postcards, and multicoin bulk lots (unless noted).

5. An estimate of the grade of the nickel itself (G or Good,
VG or Very Good, F or Fine, or XF or Extra Fine, etc.) is
also noted just below the coin’s photo.

5. There will be a 10% buyer’s fee and a 5% seller’s fee.

6 If the host coin’s date is legible, the date (and mint mark
if known) is also noted just below the coin’s photo. If the
date has been removed or worn off, the description will be
either “ND” or “No Date.”

6. Owners may submit one (1) mail bid on each of their
coins. This will serve as a “minimum bid” if the owner
desires. NO floor bids will be accepted from an owner
on their coins. If the owner wins his/her own lot, they are
obligated to pay both the 5% seller’s fee and 10% buyer’s
fee. Contact Marc Banks if you have any questions.

7. The lot number descriptions are a summary of the
information provided by the two authenticators on the QD
form. If there is a significant disagreement on the carving
or who the artist is, this will be noted in the description. In
many cases there is not enough room to include all the
Authenticators’ remarks in the catalog descriptions. Please
contact Ralph Winter (see page 3 for contact information)
if you have a question about a particular lot. Also please
note that most all of the modern carvings have been signed
in some manner. Again, contact Ralph Winter if you have a
question about this.

7. NO unlimited bids will be accepted. The Bidder’s
OHNS number must be included on all Mail Bids. This
number will also be your floor bidding number.
8. ALL payments must be made by CHECK (preferred)
or cash only, with checks being made out to Marc
Banks. PLEASE include your OHNS number on all
checks. Have any questions about this sale? Phone Marc at
860-658-7482 or email at banksmarc@sbcglobal.net.
9. Postage and insurance will be added to the invoice for all
successful Mail Bidders.

8. If larger pictures are needed to make a bidding decision,
digital photographs of any lots pictured in this catalog can
be obtained by emailing Ralph Winter (see page 3).

10. All sales are final, and payments must be made
promptly.

9. Any lots where the proceeds are going to a charity or
OHNS will be noted in the catalog.

11. A list of prices realized will appear in the next BoTales
and will also be posted on the OHNS website at:
www.hobonickels.org following the auction. 

10. An Auction 28 Bid Sheet can be found on page 19. You
may photocopy this page. You may also download an
Auction Bid sheet from the OHNS website. 

BoTales
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Lot 1 – Lincoln and Washington

Lot 4 – Three Coins, Three Carvers

Modern: 1936, 1937 and No Date
Three modern era carvings executed in the 1980’s or early
1990’s. The first, on a 1936 Buffalo nickel, is by John Dorusa
and depicts a hatless man. The second, on a 1937 nickel, is by
Frank Brazzell and is his rendition of comic book character Dick
Tracy. The third carving is by Wabon Eddings, on a no date
Buffalo nickel, is of a man wearing a hat with a feather. No
quality designation papers with this lot.

Modern: Superior 1936
Contemporary carving of President Lincoln and President
Washington by artist Bill Jameson. Superior workmanship. No
Quality Designation papers with this lot.

Lot 2 – Two Clowns

Lot 5 – Bald Man and Hiking Hobo

Modern: Paolo Curcio and Joey Blaylock

Modern: Dave Boulay and Mike Pezak

Two contemporary hobo nickels depicting clowns. The first is by
Spanish artist Paolo Curcio and executed on a 1937 Buffalo
nickel. The second clown is by carver Joey Blaylock on a 1920
dated Buffalo nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

A superbly executed carving by contemporary artist Dave Boulay
on a 1935 dated Buffalo nickel. The fields around the bald
headed man are flawless. Dave has been unable to carve for
several years because of a back issue. The second carving is a
reverse carving of a hiking hobo by carver Mike Pezak. No
quality designation papers with this lot.

Lot 3 – Man with Pretzel Ear
Lot 6 – Men Carved on 1915 Dated Nickels

Unknown Classic: Ave(H)/AbvAve(L) No Date P
Fivaz/Alpert: The most distinguishing feature of this carving is
the ear shape, much like a pretzel. Beard, hair and moustache are
punched; plain hat and hat brim; high winged, double collar and
altered profile. Field around subject completely dressed. A bold
partial-cameo carving with nice eye appeal. LIBERTY removed.
Quality Designation papers have no QD number.
BoTales

Unknown Classics: Both on 1915 dated nickels
Two classic carvings of beard men wearing derby style hats.
Both carvings have been executed on 1915 dated Buffalo nickels.
No Quality Designation paperwork with these coins.
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Lot 7 – 10 Postcards - DONATION

Lot 9 – Two Coin Modern Lot

Ray Castro & Matthew Petit de Mange Modern
Both coins depict bearded men wearing hats. The first coin is by
retired (no longer carving) hobo nickel artist Ray Castro and is
on a no date Buffalo nickel. The second carving, on a 1937dated
nickel, is by contemporary carver Matthew Petit de Mange.
There is no QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 10 – Four OHNS Hobo Tokens

Bulk lot of ten old hobo related postcards. No QD papers with
this lot.

1996, 1998 & 2005 Silver and 2005 Copper
Four OHNS hobo tokens. Each obverse is pictured with its
reverse picture below. The copper token reverse is to the right of
the obverse picture. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 8 – Men with Punched Beards

Lot 11 – Hatless Man and Man Wearing a Hat

Unknown Classics: No Date XF and 1936 VF
Steve Campbell and Keith Pedersen Modern

Two classic carvings on Buffalo nickels of men wearing derby
hats and punched beards. No Quality Designation paperwork
with this lot.

BoTales

Two coin lot. First is by Steve Campbell of a hatless man on
2006 D Jefferson nickel. The second coin depicts a bearded man
wearing a derby on a 1937 Buffalo nickel by artist Keith
Pedersen. No QD paperwork with this lot.
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Lot 12 – 1995 Gallery Mint Token Die

Lot 14 Pictures Continued

Die Designed and Cut by Ron Landis
Retired Gallery Mint 1995 token die. 1995 was
the first year the Gallery Mint issued hobo
style tokens, Pictured here is the token (not
part of auction lot) struck by die. No QD
papers with this lot.

Lot 13 – Muslim Holy Man

Bulk lot of ten old hobo related postcards. No QD papers with
this lot.

Lot 15 – Five Hobo Nickels - DONATION

Unknown Classic: Ave(H) 1923-P (altered to 1723) VF
Banks/DelFavero: A very unusual carving of a Muslim holy man
or leader, more likely the Shah of Iran during the Russo/Persian
war that ended in 1723, hence the modification to the date. This
rare historical rendering shows nice field work with punched and
engraved changes to the coin. Well detailed ear. Hair & beard
done with small punch marks. Unaltered profile. QD 12-MB-117

Lot 14– 10 Postcards - DONATION

Brent Pearson Modern
A bulk lot of five hobo nickels by contemporary carver Brent
Pearson. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot pictures continued in next column
BoTales
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Lot 16 – Ten John Dorusa Carvings

Lot 18 – Man Wearing Hat & Santa

Gediminas Palsis and Tony Lewis Modern
Bulk two coin lot. The first and is by contemporary carver
Gediminas (Gedi) Palsis on a 1919 dated Buffalo nickel. The
artist has added a copper inlay bow and hatband. The second
carving is by modern carver Tony Lewis. Santa is the subject
matter. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 19 – “Renaissance Man”

John Dorusa Modern

“Renaissance Man” Classic: Ave(H) 1913 T2 XF

Bulk lot of ten hobo nickels carved by the late John Dorusa in the
1980’s or early 1990’s. Nine obverse carvings and one reverse
carved nickel. No QD paperwork with this lot.

DelFavero/Banks: Nice carving by nicknamed artist
“Renaissance Man” where hat, head/ facial hair, eyebrow, ear,
collar ,and bow tie have been added. This smaller head carving
shows signs of engraving, punching and pushing of metal. Signs
of original Indian still show with LIBERTY and date remaining
intact. Toning is medium gray with dark material added to low
spots. QD 19-AD-03.

Lot 17 – Clean Shaven Man Wearing Hat

Lot 20 – Bearded Man Wearing Hat

Cliff Kraft Modern: Superior 1938-D
DelFavero/Banks: Presented is a beautiful rendering by late
modern artist Cliff Kraft where he has totally removed original
Native American subject. Cliff has engraved a left facing profile
of an Australian looking man wearing a typical floppy bush hat.
Subject has long nose and mouth, finely engraved hair, ear, clean
neck area, striped shirt with collar, and shoulders showing. Artist
has also added an engraved border leaving LIBERTY and date
intact. Fine stippling is evident in field behind head with no
additional toning added. Work is signed on edge CK 218. QD
19-AD-30.
BoTales

Unknown Classic: Above Average No Date T2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: Artist has created the usual subject by way of
engraving and punching. A domed hat sits slightly on the back of
head. Brim of hat looks mildly three dimensional. Also added is
an engraved ear, punched head and facial hair, & an engraved
collar & shoulder area. LIBERTY and date have been removed
and no profile alterations are evident. Use of liner tool shows,
field is smooth, and toning is medium gray. QD 19-AD-02.
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Lot 21 – Traditional Hobo

Lot 24 – Retired OHNS Token Die

2007 “Nick” Obverse Die
Retired 2007 OHNS token die. The 2007 die
was designed by Ron Landis. Pictured at left
is the token (not part of auction lot)
originally struck by die. No QD papers with
this lot.

Unknown Classic: AbvAve(H) 1913 T1 AU
DelFavero/Banks: A beautiful rendering of the usual subject
where the artist has added a high domed derby hat with brim and
band with vertical lines. Hat sits on the back of head on a slight
angle. Also added are an ear, head/facial hair, nostril, light
profile changes and a collar with a loop on reverse end. Field is
nicely finished with very light liner tooling evident. LIBERTY
and date remain intact and toning is light to medium. Liberty has
sustained a downward scratch. QD 19-AD-04

Lot 25 – Six Hobo Nickels - DONATION

Lot 22 – Three J. Allen Hobo Nickels

J. Allen Moderns: 1927, 1929 and 1937
A bulk lot of three hobo nickels created by the late Jackie Allen.
The subjects are Indian Chief, President Grant and General
Robert E. Lee. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Brent Pearson Modern

Lot 23 – Man with Fancy Collar and Bowtie

A bulk lot of six hobo nickels by contemporary carver Brent
Pearson. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 26 – Three Classic Hobo Nickels

Unknown Classic: Above Average No Date T2 VF

Unknown Classics

Fivaz/Farnsworth: Nicely carved derby (with many attractive
accent lines, both in the crown and band), which sits very low on
the subject’s head (top of ear under hat brim). Nicely carved
collar and bowtie; beard lightly punched; profile unaltered.
Accent lines also on coat, collar and neck. Field behind head well
dressed. Very attractive and desirable piece. QD F-527.

A bulk lot of three classic carved hobo nickels depicted men with
beards and wearing derbies. The first coin is a crude carving. The
second coin is a 1936 dated coin. The third coin is a 1915
Buffalo nickel.. No QD paperwork with this lot.

BoTales
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Lot 27 – Three Nice Classic Hobo Nickels

Lot 28 Pictures Continued

Unknown Classics and “Stubbles McGee”
A bulk lot of three classic carved hobo nickels depicted men with
beards. The first coin is a simple carving on a 1916 dated nickel.
The second coin is of the OHNS nicknamed carver “Stubbles
McGee.” This carving is on a no date Type 2 nickel. The third
carving of a hatless man is on a 1916 Buffalo nickel.. No QD
paperwork with this lot.

Bulk lot of ten hobo related old postcards. No QD papers with
this lot.

Lot 29 – Man Wearing Hat with Hole in Crown

Lot 28 – 10 Hobo Related Postcards - DONATION

Unknown Classic: Above Average(L) 1913 T1 AU
Romines/Kraljevich: Very small ear, altered nose, punched hair
and eyebrow, with well-defined and altered lips. The hole in the
hat makes this coin very unusual. Small punch marks on field of
coin. Nice eye appeal. QD R-271.

Lot 30 – ICH CABIBBLE

Unknown Classic: Above Average No Date P XF/AU
Alpert/Fivaz: Subject is wearing a small hat, recessed from the
top border to make room for the “ICH CABIBBLE” phrase (= I
should worry?) engraved at the top. Carved hair-beard-mustache,
with indistinct ear amidst the hair. Unaltered profile. Nice collar,
bowtie, and checkered coat. LIBERTY removed; field dressed
but not evenly smooth. Collar extends beyond neck at rear, a nice
touch.. QD M-022.
Lot pictures continued in next column
Bo Tales
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Lot 31 – Frog and Bear

.Lot 34

– Man Wearing a Hat with Inlay

John Schipp and John Carter Moderns

Steve Cox Modern: Superior 1937-D XF/VF

Bulk lot of two modern carvings. The first is a carving of a frog
on a 1935 Buffalo nickel by contemporary carver John Schipp.
The second is a reverse carving of a bear on a 1937 Buffalo
nickel. John Carter is the carver. No QD Paperwork with this lot.

Fivaz/Alpert: A superb carving. Finely-textured hat with gold
inlaid hatband. Neatly carved hair, beard, moustache, and
eyebrow. Profile altered. Smooth concave field with “LIBERTY”
removed. Nice shirt and coat collars. Nice eye appeal. The
reverse has been altered to the 1937-D “3-leg” variety and the
bison’s horn has been enhanced. Tail has been broadened and
“OHNS” inscribed on it. Signed “SDC” on edge. QD has no
number assigned.

Lot 32 – Young and Old and a Swan

Lot 35 – Del Romines Trial Token Strikes (9 pcs)
Del “Sliprock” Romines took the westbound October 1, 2013. He
did extensive research and authored two books on hobo nickels.
One of his interests had to do with producing tokens and medals.

Elmer Villarin and Shane Hunter Moderns
Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickel carvings. The first depicts a
young and old woman on a 1938-D nickel. The artist is Elmer
Villarin. The second carving is a reverse carving also on a 1938D Buffalo nickel. The carver is contemporary artist Shane
Hunter. No QD Paperwork with this lot.

Lot 33 – Two Sided Carving

Keith Pedersen Modern
A very nice two sided hobo nickel carving by contemporary artist
Keith Pedersen. Carved on a 1936 nickel, the obverse depicts a
traditional bearded man wearing a hat. The reverse is nice
carving of a walking hobo. No QD Paperwork with this lot.

BoTales
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Lot 35 – Continued from page 12

Del produced the four incuse dies and four lead token strikes, one
for each of the dies (8 pieces previously pictured). The dies and
the tokens are paired and marked Trial 1, 2, 3, 4. This lot also
includes one possibly rare two-sided trial strike token.
Presumably the obverse used is one of the two baldheaded man
trial strikes. The reverse is struck from a die of a Buffalo and
says “the unique hobo nickel.” The reverse contains DR initials
and the number 83 at the buffalo’s ear indicating the year it was
struck. Included in this lot is the hand written note that Del wrote
to Bill Fivaz explaining what he was up to. No QD papers with
this lot.

Lot 36 – Del Romines Die Pair and Token (3 pcs)
Del made the two (pictured on page 14) hardened steel machine
dies which were used to strike the possibly rare two-sided 37 mm
aluminum token. The obverse of the token is a bearded man
wearing a derby hat with the word liberty at two o’clock. It is
dated 1924. The reverse script states: “THE AMERICAN HOBO
artists of the hobo nickel.” Inspection of the dies provides detail
of the engraving work Del performed. Both the obverse and
reverse contains DR initials. Incuse transposition of the obverse
image to the reverse die is seen on the die and token.
BoTales
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Lot 36 – Continued from page 13

Lot 38 – ANCIENT Greek Warrior and Monster

Bill Jameson and John Carter Moderns

Die pair pictured above; token pictured below

Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickels. The first is by
contemporary carver Bill Jameson and depicts an ancient Greek
warrior. The host coin is dated 1937. The second coin depicts a
monster and is also on a 1937 nickel. The carver is John Carter.
No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 39 – Roman Soldier

Lot 37 – Five OHNS Hobo Tokens

Orazio Angelo Modern
An eye catching depiction of a Roman Soldier by the late Italian
artist Orazio Angelo. The host coin is a 1937 Buffalo nickel.
There are no QD papers with this lot.

Lot 40 – “Needle Ear”

“Needle Ear” Classic: AbvAve(H)/AbvAve 1915 VF
DelFavero/Banks: There is no mistaking this early classic carver.
Artist has added a high domed hat that sits on back of head. Hat
has a band with bow and simple downward curved brim. Artist
has also added the signature needle ear, heavy head/facial hair
where beard runs upward to coins rim, profile alterations (nose
and mouth included) and a simple collar with front adornment.
Bottom half of LIBERTY shows and full date remains intact.
Work includes engraving, punching and peening. Toning is
medium dark on this nicknamed classic. QD 19-AD-05.

2011, 2014 & 2015 Silver and 2014 & 2015 Copper
Five OHNS hobo tokens. Each silver obverse is pictured with its
reverse picture below. The copper token reverses are to the right
of the obverse picture. No QD papers with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 41 – “Hunch Back” 2-sided Carving

Lot 44 – “Saucer Hat” and Jockey

“Hunchback” Classic: Above Average 1916-P VG

“Saucer Hat” Classic and Unknown Classic

Fivaz/Alpert: Bearded man wearing derby obverse and hobo with
pack carved on reverse. Altered profile, eye and mouth, very
small ear. Totally carved (both sides). On reverse the hobo has a
cross hatched backpack, textured coat and pants, staff. Poundedtextured field in front of the hobo. Nice eye appeal. QD M-024

Two coin classic lot. The first, on a 1927 nickel, is by nicknamed
carver “Saucer Hat.” The second carving depicts a jockey and is
on a no date type 2 Buffalo nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 45 – OHNS Hobo Token Die

Lot 42 – Walking Hobo and Lady Liberty

2002 Portrait of Bald “Bo” Die
Retired 2002 OHNS token die. The 2002
die was designed by Ron Landis. Pictured
at left is the token (not part of auction lot)
originally struck by die. No QD papers
with this lot.

Ray Castro and Jon Dake Moderns
Two modern carving. The first is a reverse carving of a walking
hobo on a 1926 Buffalo nickel by carver Ray Castro (no longer
carving). The second coin is a depiction of Lady Liberty by Jon
Dake on a 1937 dated nickel. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 43 – 3 Coin Classic Lot

Lot 46 –Man with Mutton Chops

Auc. Est. $100-$200

Unknown Classic: Superior/AbvAve(H) No Date VG
Fivaz/Alpert: Unusual carving in that the subject is wearing
“muttonchops,” which are expertly done, with a part of the left
one showing behind the chin. Curved “figure 8” brim on hat
(with hatband). Ear nicely defined, slightly altered profile and
mouth. LIBERTY removed. Overall, a very desirable piece. QD
M-020. This coin was originally in the collection of Archie
Taylor, Sr.

Unknown Classics
Bulk lot of three classic carved coins. First is man with raised
stubble beard on a no date nickel; second is knife cut carving on
1919 nickel; third is a no date Buffalo nickel. No QD papers with
this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 47 – Bearded Man Smoking Cigar

Lot 49 – “Devil Beard” & Man with Simple Hat

“Devil Beard” and Unknown Classic

Unknown Classic: Average(H)/Ave 1913-P T1 VF

A bulk lot of two classic hobo nickel carvings. The first coin has
been executed by the OHNS nicknamed artist “Devil Beard.”
The host coin is a 1915 Buffalo nickel. The second coin depicts a
man with a punched beard wearing a simple hat. The host coin is
a No Date type 2. No QD paperwork with these coins.

Fivaz/Farnsworth: While there is still much of Indian’s hair still
visible, this is still an attractive, totally carved piece. The bearded
subject is smoking a cigar and the profile has been outlined and
slightly altered. Large ear; eyebrow and furrows on the forehead.
Nose altered near nostril and eye nicely altered. Smoke rising
from cigar. Nice eye appealing piece. QD F-613

Lot 50 – “Tex Ture”

Lot 48 – Ten J. Press Carved Nickels

“TexTure” Classic: AbvAve/Ave(H) 1913 T1 VF
Alpert/Fivaz: Carved and punched hobo nickel. Tall hat has thin
brim and band, and textured (stippled) dome. Narrow tall ear.
Lightly carved hair-beard-mustache. Strongly altered profile with
large bulbous nose. Eye altered. Double collar with jewel. Nicely
dressed field. Nice eye appeal. QD with no number on it.

Lot 51 – Help the Unemployed

John Press Moderns

Shaun Hughes Modern

A bulk lot of ten hobo nickels created by the late John Press (also
known as Jack Press or J. Press). J. Press carved in the 1980’s
and taught Jackie Allen in the art of carving hobo nickels. There
is no Quality Designation paperwork with this lot.

A highly detailed engraved hobo nickel depicting a scene from
the “Great Depression: era by British artist Shaun Hughes. The
host coin is a 1936 Buffalo nickel. There is no QD paperwork
with this lot.

BoTales
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Lot 52 – Man Wearing Fez

Lot 54 Continued

Unknown Classic: AbvAve(H)/Superior(L) ND-D XF
Banks/DelFavero: Very unusual subject of a man (most likely
depicting a Shriner) smoking a cigarette wearing a fez with
nicely engraved tassel. “KAABA” engraved on shoulder. The
Kaaba is cuboid building in Mecca that is the most sacred site in
Islam. The Kaaba Shriners are a fraternal organization located in
Davenport, Iowa. Raised ear, cut/punched hair, eyebrow,
mustache and beard. Altered profile. Nice shirt and jacket collars.
Well-dressed fields. Lots of eye appeal. QD 12-MB-003

Lot 55 – 1883 Racketeer Nickel - DONATION

Lot 53 – Men Wearing Derby and Top Hat

Gold Plated 1883 Racketeer Nickel
The so called racketeer nickel was developed after the U.S. mint
issued the Liberty nickel in 1883. On one side it had the head of
Liberty. On the obverse, it simply had the Roman numeral V and
nowhere did it spell out its value as 5 cents. As it so happened,
the nickel was close in size to the $5 gold piece, which had a
similar design. So, as the story goes, a man named Josh Tatum
began gold-plating the nickels and passing them off as $5 gold
coins. Third photo is of reeded edge added to nickel. No QD
papers with this lot.

Paolo Curcio and Owen Covert Modern
A two coin modern lot. The man wearing a derby style hat is by
contemporary artist Paolo Curcio and is on a 1937 dated nickel.
A bearded man wearing a top hat is the subject of the second
coin executed on a 1935 Indian head nickel by Owen Covert. No
QD papers with this lot.

Lot 54 – Three Pewter FUN Tokens - DONATION

Lot 56 – Bearded Hobos Wearing Hats

Ron Landis Gallery Mint Modern Tokens

Unknown Classics

Souvenir pewter hobo style tokens created by the Gallery Mint
for the 2000, 2002 and 2003 F.U.N. Conventions. The 2000
token depicts a Viking ship. The 2002 token features Uncle Sam
and the 2003 token depicts an Indian similar to the Indian head
cents. No QD papers with this lot.

Bulk lot of two classic hobo nickel carvings The first carving is a
1913 Type 1 XF coin. The second coin is a 1916 dated nickel.
No QD papers with this lot.
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Lot 57 – 2 Double-sided Hobo Nickels

Lot 59 Description
The first coin pictured is of a tattooed sailor (including an OHNS
Tattoo) on a 1936 Buffalo nickel. The artist is British carver
Shaun Hughes. The second coin is nice reverse carving by Artist
Bob Shamey of a mermaid. The host coin is dated 1937. No QD
papers with this lot.

Lot 60 – Devil and Vietnam Soldier

John Dorusa Moderns

Howard Thomas and John Belmonte Modern

A lot of two double-sided carvings by the late John Dorusa. Both
have been executed on 1936 dated nickels. The first coin depicts
an elephant on the reverse and a clown on the obverse. The
second carving has various faces adorning the buffalo on the
reverse. A man with a shallow derby hat and large bowtie is
pictured on the obverse. No QD paperwork with this lot.

The first coin pictured is a reverse carving of a devil on a 1936
dated nickel by talented carver Howard Thomas. The second coin
depicts a man with Vietnam headband and USA collar. On a
1938-D nickel, the carver is John Belmonte. No QD papers with
this lot.

December 31st Deadline for Submission

Lot 58 – Two Bearded Men Wearing Hats

There’s still time to apply for a Del Romines OHNS
Scholarship to one of the 2020 ANA Summer Seminar
sessions in Colorado Springs. You need to be an OHNS
member for at least three years and not be in arrears on
dues. You also need to submit in writing (not email) a
short essay (approximately 150 words) on why you
should receive a scholarship and what course you may
wish to take. Email education@money.org or phone
719-482-9850 for information on classes.
In addition to the essay, you need to include your
name, age (if less 18 or less), mailing address, phone
number, and, if you have one, your email address. Please
also provide both your ANA (if applicable) and OHNS
member numbers. Please mail to Bill Fivaz, PO Box
888660, Atlanta, GA 30356-0660. Applications must be
postmarked no later than December 31, 2019.

Unknown Classics
The first coin picture is a nice carving of a bearded man wearing
a derby hat. The host coin is dated 1927. The second coin
displays crude workmanship. The host coin is dated 1918. This
second coin could have very well been punched and scratched
with a nail by a hobo. No QD papers with this lot.

After the net proceeds from the annual OHNS FUN
Show Auction are made available, the board will
determine and notify the winners. The scholarship will
pay for the tuition, room, and meals at Colorado
College, and possibly some extra for travel expenses.

Lot 59 – Sailor and Mermaid

Please understand that being qualified and having
successfully applied does not guarantee that you will be
awarded a scholarship.
To attend winners must be ANA members. ANA dues
are $28 a year with online delivery of The Numismatist or
$46 a year with monthly mail delivery of the magazine.
See www.money.org for details. 

Shaun Hughes and Bob Shamey Modern
BoTales
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Prices Realized - OHNS Auction #28 - January 11, 2020
Hammer prices are given below. Net $ amount includes the 10% buyer’s fee.
M = Lot sold to a mail bidder.

Lot#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

M
M

M
M

M

M

Hammer
Net Lot#
Hammer
Net
Lot#
$77.00
$264.00
$70.00
26
$240.00
51
$165.00
$302.50
$150.00
27
$275.00
52
$286.00
$121.00
$260.00
28
$110.00
53
$187.00
$170.00
29
$2,700.00 $2,970.00
54
$93.50
$85.00
30
$3,700.00 $4,070.00
55
$275.00
$165.00
$250.00
31
$150.00
56
M
$165.00
$231.00
$150.00
32
$210.00
57
$99.00
$88.00
$90.00
33
$80.00
58
$88.00
$242.00
$80.00
34
$220.00
59
$49.50
$275.00
$45.00
35
$250.00
60
$88.00
$467.50
$80.00
36
$425.00
$308.00
$27.50 TOTAL
$280.00
37
$25.00
$990.00
$121.00
$900.00
38
$110.00
$88.00
$66.00
$80.00
39
$60.00
$55.00
$742.50
$50.00
40
$675.00
$412.50
$375.00
41
$7,000.00 $7,700.00
$66.00
$82.50
$60.00
42
$75.00
$286.00
$121.00
$260.00
43
$110.00
$412.50
$975.00 $1,072.50
44
$375.00
$302.50
$275.00
$275.00
45
$250.00
$550.00
$500.00
46
$3,400.00 $3,740.00
$132.00
$143.00
$120.00
47
$130.00
$550.00
$275.00
$500.00
48
$250.00
$220.00
$275.00
$200.00
49
$250.00
$55.00
$385.00
$50.00
50
$350.00

M
M
M

Hammer
$275.00
$3,000.00
$80.00
$55.00
$350.00
$170.00
$70.00
$225.00
$80.00
$150.00

Net
$302.50
$3,300.00
$88.00
$60.50
$385.00
$187.00
$77.00
$247.50
$88.00
$165.00

$31,930.00 $35,123.00

